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ROLES OF THE NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS

IN INTERNATIONALSTUDIES

purposes of This Parer

The purposes of this paper are to: 1) discuss the

rationale for international comparisons in education; 2)

present factors that affect the validity of sucb

comparisons; and, 3) make recommendations for the roles

of with respect to international studies.

History of International Comparisons

Educational researdh in which the outcomes of

different nations are compared has heen conducted by a

number of organizations including:. The Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), The'Cbuncil

of Europe (COE), The United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization (t20000) and The International

Association for the Evaluation of Edualtional Achievement

(IEA).

The most systematic and empirical of these

organizations has been the IEA, which was begun by a group

of educational researchers in the late 1950,s. Its

original puxpose was to explore the effects of independent
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variables on student performance in several school subjects

across languages and across national bcundaries. Atter a

preliminary study of achievement in mathematics in 1966,

IEA conducted a six-subject survey of performance in

science, reading, literature, civic education,_ and two

languages (French, and English) which wes completed in

1974. Follow-up studies 'lava been completed in

mathematics, and science. By 1980 studies of the classroom

environment and written composition has been initiated. In

ncst cases, the international reports have presented

general data about the comparative:performance of education

systems and have mqolained variations in level of

performance in terms of variation in sudh areas as

curriculum and instruction, school organization, community

and family, and the perscral characteristics of the

students. Althcsugh the IEA dces not collect periodic

data from a constant set of countries, it represents the

most well developed so=ce of international comparisons

involving USA and other countries.

Rationale for International Comnarisons

There at least three reasons for conducting

educational researdh at an international level. First,

measures of educational achievement which provide
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comparisons of school outcomes are of intrinsic interest to

a wide range of consumers. Researchers, policy-makers,

teachers, and the public are continually curious about haw

children in the United States compare to Children in other

countries. As the United States becomes more involved with

other nations on economic, and cultural fronts, questions

about comparative educational acconipl ishments increase.

IndicatOrs of comparative progress in f'.011ction attract

growing public and political attention as nations become

more ilterdependent.

A second reason for conducting international

comparisons in education is that policy-makers at the

Federal, State and Local levels value them for determining

the allocation of resources. The 'standing of the US

relative to other ccuntri es in subj ects sudh as reading,

math and science, influence resources that are directed to

these subj ects. For example, recent comparisons of the US

with technologically advanced nations such as japan and

West Germany lave contributed to the sense of need for

improvement in science education. Policy documents such as

"A Nation at Risk" have used international comparisons,

derived from IEA data, to make

the case that the United States is mediocre in its



performance. These data fueled the ref orm movement of

1983-1986.

The international data base on educational achievement

is, regrettably, in a state of disrepair. A reporter from

the Associated Press, with whaa I was talking today, was

aghast that the most recent data on reading was more than

ten years old and appalled that it included only 15

ccuntries. Since an international body sudh as the United

Nations has not undertaken systematic, periodic comparisons

of education, equal in quality to indicators of our

economic health, it may be necessary for the USA through

MEP to exert leadership on this front.

Al third reason for conducting comparisons of

educaticnal performance is the improvement of schools .

Although MEP has been devoted exclusively to data on

school outcomes, data an inputs are also valuable.

Frequently, the approach to school improvement following

international compaxisans is haphazard. A country that has

performed poorly on an achievement measure will undertake

an improvement program that is guided by fadhion or

expedience rather than by data. In addition, educators

fram countries that have performed well on an achievement

^
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neasure often nake unwarranted claims about an aspect

of the education system, such as the "teaching rethod" or

the "'coterie's" when those factors have not been the causal

agent in producing achievement. Although +be data Lum

NAEP do not go beyond outcomes, the interpretations based

on them nearly always extend to educational inputs. Such

interpretations will be enhanced by information on the

inputs of schooling.

leen international comparisons are used for school

inprovement, data on educational inputs as well as

educational outcomes are valuable. 'Ipes of inputs that

are useful include: instructional strategies, school

resources, student characteristics, educational naterials,

comnunity context, and school policies. IEA has collected

data on some of these variables in prior studies, hut NAEP

has not approaChed the issue of collecting data on

indicators of educational inputs. Although it:may be

premature to undertake national surveys of inputs since

measurements of outcomes have not been perfected, it is

sensible to forecast that these factors will inform

sctool improvement efforts and it is reasonable to design

assessments of outcomes that are compatible with school

improvement initiatives.
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pequirements for International Comparisons

Comparing the educational achievement of students

across countries is a demanding exercise. There are at

least four prerequisites to international assessment same

of which also weigh heavily in an individual, national

testing Prcgralla.

Some. The content of the assessment items in an

international study rust be equitable for each of the

countries involved. At the heart of the issue.of scope is

the opportunity for students to learn the skills and

knowledge that are measured. Since it is known that

achievement in sub-topics within math and reading are

associabadwithtine devoted to these topics in the

curricubam, the adequacy with which the assessment

represents the curriculum is an issue for many

participating countries. The IEA ilas addressed this issue

in the past by constructing an international core of tasks.

All countries participating in a study are assessed on the

core. In parallel, a description of the opportunities tz_

learn all dimensions of the core is completed, permitting

bi absolute (=weighted) and relative (paAllted)

carparisons across countries.
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Scales. Comparisons across countries will be

facilitated by the use of common scaling techniques. Not

only are equitable tests needed, but compari.Dons will

benefit from scales that are constructed to describe the

performance of participants in a common metric. The recent

advances in scaling at the National Assessment of

Educational Progress in the area of reading could be

extended to an international data set. The technical

requirements of this extension are not trivial however, and

workingmetings of content area specialists and

psychometricians will be needed to address such issues as

spiraling, weighted scoring, scale anchoring, and

multiddmensionality. Mbst of these problems can be

resolve:I with existing statistical txchniques, although

their applications will require a diversity of expertise.

Sampling. Obtaining representative samples across

countries is a challenging logistical operation. Mbst

countries have nationalized data hanks on schools,

districts, pupils and personnel that permit stratified

sampling. The size of the sample required for adegaate

representation varies with the intraclass correlation,

whidh is the proportion of variance in achievement within a

country that is attributable to differences between
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schools. Countries in which differences between schools

are large require larger samples of students to keep

sampling error within tolerable limits.

Eke-outing the plan is a problem. Obtaining a high

rate of response to requests for participation in the study

has been a more severe shortcoming in United States than

other countries in prior IEA studies. NAEP could assist in

addressing this issue. Consistently high response rates

across countries are necessary to the creditability of

internaticnal contrasts.

Linguistic. Assessnents across languages are

inevitably difficult. In tests of nath as well as reading

and science, cross translation is needed to assure that the

coherence of the tasks and difficulty of vocabulary are

similar in different languages. Furthermore, tests are

usually administered in the language of the school, but

this is not necessarily the language of the student's home

and the penalty.to bilingual populations nust be addressed

in the interpretation of findings. In multilingual or

nulticultural settings the administration of tests is

complicated and special procedures are necessary to assure

that students have understood the tasks to be performed,
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and have attached appropriate importance to the assessment

activity.

Facilitation of International comparisons

COnvarisons of educational achievement that wLll

embrace the United States and other countries can be

facilitated by the National Assessment of Educational

Progress at least three ways. First, NAEP can'collaborate

with international. organizations alt.! collecting data

on educational systems. The most prominent of these

organizations is the International Association for the

Evaluation of Educational Achievement Gow which has been

founded to foster sudh studies.

The US participation in /EA studies in suCh areas as

reading, math and science should be directed by committees

of national experts in the respective content domains. The

NAET1 could be contracted to provide services suCh as data

collection, statistical analysis and consultation in

accordance with the design of the national and

international comMittees that direct the studies. Through

this structure NAEP can lend tecbnical expertise to the

policy and research priorities shared by the USA and other

countries in the IEA organization.

Second, an official liaison between NAEP and IEA



should be establishL.A. at the policy level. A, nenber of the

NAEP policy board _could work with administrative officers

of =At° construct concrete lines of mutual support. The

NAEP policy board could invite an officer of the LEA to

serve as a voting or an ex-officio member. A, meeting of

minds at the policy level is necessary.

Third, to foster connunication, it is reccnnended that

NAEP host a select, invited, working meeting on an annual

basis far exchange between NAEP and LEA researdh groups.

The areas of reading, literacy, math and science could be

represented at a minimum. The design of assessnents,

sampling sdhemes, item banks, spiraling or matrix sampling

procedures, data analysis, and ardhival bizategies must be

shared more broadly than they have in past.

An mgoloratory meeting was held on May 6, 1986 with

NAEP reading and literacy staff, CERT staff, and the LEA

Literacy Steering Comnittee. Atter an exchange of general

assessnent designs and plans, the group concurred that

joint data collection, analysis, reporting and publidhing

would be mutually beneficial. Continuing the flow of

communication with the international researdh community

is a first step to enhancenent of the role of NAEP in

educational research on international level.
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